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PMF-controlled screening site at Amrini near Highway 1, 2 February
On 2 February Rise conducted an assessment of a PMF (Popular Moblisation Force/Hashd al Shaabi)
screening site at Amrini village (36°9'31.50"N 42°58’46.72”E).
Access
From Hamam al Alil a road runs east to Highway 1, a Federal Police checkpoint is located at this
junction at 36°6'55.17"N 43°5’27.44”E. Access onto Highway 1 was permitted once the Federal
Police had radioed their commander to ask for approval – the process took about 10 minutes. A
route was found that heads west along a dirt track in extremely poor condition which passes
through the villages of Ayn Nasir and Aqryat Ayn al Nasr and reaches a junction at Qaryat al
Salmani. A better route was later found at a junction on Highway 1 at 36°10'48.11"N 43°4’56.99”E.
This road leads directly to Jurn along a tarmacked road.

Route from Hamam al Alil to Amrini.
The first PMF checkpoint on the route is in Jurn at 36°8'32.30"N 43°0’11.81”E. The PMF were
willing to provide access to the commander at Amrini, but another wait was required while they
radioed for permission. The entire journey from Hamam al Alil to Amrini took 80 minutes via the
dirt road and approximately 60 via the northern route. In Amrini the PMF have a base at
36°9'36.30"N 42°58’24.89”E and screening is currently being done in an abandoned building about
1km away at 36°9'36.30"N 42°58’24.89"E.
The PMF commander at the site was happy to talk to us, although he voiced concerns that aid
would not be delivered. Reportedly, another NGO had conducted an assessment last month yet no
aid has been delivered, nor has any form of contact been maintained.
Security
Amrini sits 7km behind an active frontline – the most recent attack by ISIS here occurred on 31
January. The PMF’s Imam Ali group were controlling the site, although there were flags of various
other militias, including Badr Organisation. Both the villages of Jurn and Amrini are empty of their
original population.
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The PMF were expecting to advance 2 days previously so the frontline may move again soon. The
screening site will likely move forward to stay close to the frontline. The PMF stated that the area
around the screening site has been cleared for IEDs and UXO.
IDP arrivals
90-100 IDPs are arriving each day from several villages within ISIS territory, which lie not more than
7km beyond the frontline. This number is increasing steadily and the PMF are expecting a huge
increase as operations proceed towards the north and north-west. The IDPs begin their journeys at
night to avoid detection by ISIS. Journey times vary from just a few hours to over a day – in some
cases IDPs have to hide from ISIS, thus extending their journey time. The PMF commander stated
that almost all arrivals were women and children with very few men, and this was consistent with
what was witnessed at the site during the assessment. It is unclear why this is the case; it is
possible that the men are taken to a different site upon arrival at the frontline (although this was
not said by the PMF) or that they either stayed at home or left their villages at a different time to
the women and children. It was not possible ascertain further information about this during the
assessment.
Screening process
IDPs are given a brief check for weapons upon arrival at the frontline. They are then brought
directly to the screening site by the PMF, regardless of the time of day. IDPs usually stay at the site
for one or two nights. This is dependent on their time of arrival and the volume of IDPs arriving.
Screening is reportedly being conducted by NSS, ISF military intelligence and the PMF, and can take
a full day to complete. Family documentation is required as part of the process. The PMF
commander also claimed to be using informants inside ISIS territory to warn them when ISIS
members are trying to sneak through within families. ISIS infiltration is a major concern for the
PMF, though it was not possible to determine numbers of ISIS suspects that had been detained at
the screening site. After screening, all IDPs are taken by the PMF to Qayarrah to then be moved on
to camps. Their freedom of movement is restricted until this time.

IDPs waiting to be taken to Qayarrah.
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At the screening site
During the assessment a group of approximately 30 IDPs who had completed screening were waiting
to be taken to Qayyarah. The group was almost entirely women and children, with 3 elderly men.
We were told that more IDPs were inside the building being used for screening. The atmosphere at
the site was positive, people were smiling and seemed relaxed. The IDPs had been given bags of
fruit and blankets to take with them. However, a media group was present at the time and Hadi Al
Amiri, the head of Badr Organisation, had just visited the site. This may have influenced the
treatment of the IDPs. PMF forces who were present were not keen for photos to be taken of area
aside from the IDP group.
Main needs
The cold is the greatest problem for IDPs at Amrini and blankets were highlighted as the most
important need. Heaters were not specifically requested, although the PMF do not seem to be
providing them. Water was requested as the other crucial need. Currently all supplies for IDPs are
being provided out of PMF supplies, so food is also required. IDPs are sheltered in empty houses in
Amrini village, close to the building being used as a screening site. There are reportedly plenty
more empty houses available in the village to accommodate larger volumes of people. The village
currently does not have electricity, but toilets are functional. Medicine for Leishmaniasis (see
below) is another major need.
Medical concerns
There is no PHC at the site, though the PMF are able to provide basic medical care if needed.
Serious medical cases are taken to Qayarrah hospital by the PMF. Aside from the cold, there were
no reported incidents of IDP injury during their journey. Leishmaniasis, also referred to as ‘Baghdad
boil’ or ‘habat Baghdad’, is a primary medical issue for almost all IDPs and the PMF at the site do
not have the supplies to treat it.
Abandoned Villages

A truck being used to collect water in Ayn Nasir.
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The villages of Aqryat Ayn al Nasr and Qaryat al Salmani are both empty. Ayn Nasir has around 30
IDP families staying there from villages to the west. No security forces were seen in the village.
One IDP from Sin al Thabaan claimed that their homes had been freed from ISIS but that they are
not allowed to return, although he was not sure which security force was stopping them. The
residents have no supplies but some of them have permission from the Federal Police to drive to
Hamam al Alil to buy food and fuel. Many are still waiting for such permission to be granted, with
no clear timescale for approval. Three other people were witnessed pumping water from a flooded
road into 2 trucks. The water is not clean and people are boiling it to make it drinkable.
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